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INTRODUCTION

When EP is used the possibility exists to overcome the energy

barrier that takes place with the application of rocket chemical

engines. EP exhaust velocity can exceed by the order of magnitude
or more the exhaust velocity of rocket chemical engines. The use

of EP enables to attain higher velocity increment of spacecraft
(SC) and /or higher payload ratio.

It is only with the use of high power EP when interplanetary
missions can be carried out to study:

- the planets which are difficult to explore and to reach,
such as Mercury, Pluto with rendezvous and landing of scientific
equipment on the surfaces of the mentioned planets;

- asteroids and comets with their rendezvous and sample
return to the Earth.

Investigation is worked out to prove a concept on the use
of EP for the program on Solar System Exploration post-2000.

It is shown that "ISC-2000" can be developed, built and
tested in the nearest decade, as all its main components will be
made on the base of current technologies, SC assemlies and units
tested in space.

There were considered a number of rendezvous missions to the
Main Belt's asteroids and comets by means of nuclear and/or solar
electric propulsion. There were considered multi-asteroid missions
both multi-rendezvous and flyby ones. It was supposed that
"19 Fortuna" sample return mission is the most interesting problem.

The mission to Pluto - the most difficult for achievement and
rendezvous - was also considered. The application of nuclear power
(NP) propulsion of TOPAZ both with solar power (SP) for the Pluto
mission unifies all variants of flight within the larger part of
Solar system.

SAMPLE RETURN FROM FORTUNA ASTEROID.

The problem of sample return from "relic bodies (asteroids
and comets) is of great scientific value. Fine analysis of isotope
so:1 composition, definition of isotopic scarcity relative to the
Sun substance is of fundamental significance in the exploration of
the Solar system. Similar analysis is possible only in the Earth
conditions. It could present a standard to make a calibration of
rough analysis, obtained by other space vehicles. The combination
of bo-h types of investigations is necessary to obtain reliable
information on the structure and properties of primitive bodies.
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The cmomination of EP with nuclear reactor of "Topaz" typeanJ che:ical eogines makes possible to solve this problem. Escape
velocity (V =2.5-3.5 km/s) can be achieved, when a high thrustengine is used, i.e. a final rocket stage. A low thrust engine isapplied to fly to asteroid. High thrust is necessary for thelanding of an independent lander on the asteroid. Then it canindependetly return to the Earth. A return vehicle separates anentry module near the Earth. In the Earth rendezvous it is notnecessary to equalize the velocity as the excess velocity can bereduced by the deceleration in the Earth atmosphere.

Mission to Fortuna-19 asteroid was considered according tothe flight scheme: descending of a lander to take a soil' sampleand independent return of a lander to the Earth. There were consi-dered launch epoches within time interval from 1999 to 2001 year.
Total mission time is less than 4 years. Launch window in1999 is preferable for the flight from the Earth to Fortuna, and2003 is preferred date for the return flight. 2001 launch window

turns out to be the best. If we exclude prolonged asteroidtracking 2001 launch window happens to be a more advantageous one.
In case of remote intake of asteroid sample it is feasible totake it from two asteroids during one mission. When nuclear powerreactor is used, the mission with two asteroids tracking cancontinue about 4 years. It is necessary to have 1-2 years moreto return the samples from asteroids to the Earth. So, the missionis possible with rendezvous and sample intake from two asteroids.

A RENDEZVOUS WiTTH PLUTO.

In t he ~ :. of our esearch work it was decided to consider
a mission of the flight to Pluto as the most distant andrelatively large body in the solar system. A landing with scienti-fic equipment on the Planet's surface is assumed. Should such aflight be realized, we could be more certain that other bodies ofthe solar system would be also achievable from the viewpointof soft" delivery of scientific equipment on their surfaces.

A flight to Pluto needs increasing of its total time incompare with the corresponding flight time to asteroids in the
Main Belt. So, if the claracteristic flight time to the Main
return to the Earth will require 4-6 years, and if it is Pluto -no less than 10-12 years. Correspondingly, the problem of powersupply sources for jet engines and. what is more important, fornuclear reactor service life will be more important.

The increase of flight time makes reasonable the use of a;piral-!ike low thrust boost in the Earth's activity sphere.Thanks t t t:'e initial vehicles mass at the InterL .y
flight. . _L almos twice as much in compare wit.tirust =-,--eJ1e for the aste -- , ial -ision. AJddti Irequred r boosr, (2-2.5 years) is reiattvely - a s1ainst tb ; t:, a fli -r, time.

It . to e the far .vs for ) owdnrust ,s - e Earth s ac ivi: sphere. They can be a soc
in addt.j;ii..n i. nuclear power rea:-tr at the initil part -f ,nter-
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planetary fllght, ?hen the spasecraft is not far fr-, -.- Sun :not
farther then 2-.? ' La.ter the solar arrays may be Je--io:,ned.

A number of scenarios has been developed for flights to Pluto
which could be realized in the frames of facilities now available,
and those which are in perspective. The calculations has been
made for several variants of Pluto missions with different charac-
teristics of nuclear power reactor and of solar arrays.

It was assumed that the total flight time should not extre-
mely exceed ten years and the time of nuclear reactor operation
should be less than ten years. As a result in the flight trajecto-
ries to Pluto three phases may be distinguished: a spiral boost
near the Earth until Earth escape, heliocentric manoeuvre of boost
and helio rendezvous with Pluto.

A variant of mission estimation assumes a spiral boost near
the Earth to a hyperbolic velocity V =1 km/s, using electrorocket
engines and that of solar arrays, the boost time being 2.5-3 years
and the initial mass for further heliocentric flight M =13.5 tons.
A heliocentric boost to Pluto and further deceleration nearby it
assumes using a nuclear reactor of "TOPAZ" type with a ten-year
service life of augmented power with a possibility of its
augmentation during the first year of operation N=30 kW (in jet
N =20 kW), in the first year N =100 kW, N =65 kW. The mass of such
a reactor (plus a system of electrorocket engines) is N =4000 kg.
Near-earth orbit the solar arrays were used together with the
reactor. It was assumed by the approximate pattern of calculations
that their power varied step-like, time of operation is one year
after which they are jettisoned. Several flight patterns to Pluto
were analyzed.

Table collates three scenarios with different variants.
The 6 variants of scenario no. 1 assume that a power augmenta-
tion of the nuclear reactor in the first year up to P = 100 kW.
The scenario shows the dependency of payload and useful masses
on the interplanetary flight time and the benefit of combining
NEP and SEP (cases 1.5 and 1.6). The power variation of SPP
with the distance from the Sun is stepwised.

- The 4 variants of scenario no. 2 investigate the dependency of
payload and useful masses on a possible interval in the NEP-
operation, in order to demonstrate that long total flight times
do not contradict the limitation fo the reactor service life,
provided that there is a possibility of it's shut-down in the
middle part of the flight.

- The 6 variants of scenario no. 3 consider the use of a nuclear
reactor of constant power, i.e. without augmentation possibi-
lity. To improve the flight characteristics, the possibility
of jettisoning the propellant tanks is considered, when they
re empty (cases 3.2, 3.4, 3.6).

The last scenario shows that a Pluto rendezvous could be
performed by using the same type of reactor TOPAZ as in flights
to asteroids - provided that it is combined with solar arrays and
tank jettisoning. The total flight time (including the spiral
boost near the Earth) would be 15 - 16 years, the operation time
of t.e reactor only 6 - 7 years.
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Let ' summarize the main results of the investigation. Thereare peformed ballistic analysis of the SC missions, with the use
of low thrust EP with nuclear and solar power supply: considered
two characteristic zones of the solar planetary system: towards
small bodies of the Main asteroid Belt and into deep zone - to
Pluto-Charon system. It is supposed that in such missions a new
technology will be used, developed in the last ten years, in its
large part tested in flight. First and foremost we consider EP SPTand ESA-XX, as well as "Topaz" reactor and "Super ULP" solararrays. It is also supposed that the SC injection into a transfer
near-earth orbit is performed with the help of launch vehicle"Proton".

There are discussed various mission scenarios both inconnection with that or those thrusters' power supply sources aswell as in the part of transfer trajectory patterns. For missionstowards the Main asteroid Belt there has been investigated SCboost with the use of unit "D" from transfer near-earth orbitof 200 km altitute to hyperbolic geocentric trajectory athyperbolic excess velocity ~2 -3 km/sec and with the followingstarting of a low thrust engine. As for the Pluto mission therewas under the study spiral-like boost in the Earth's activitysphere from a transfer near-earth orbit of 800 km altitudewith the use of low thrust engines. In all cases we havemanaged to find perspective versions of missions with thepossibility to solve interesting scientific-research problems. Themission to the Main asteroid Belt can be realized both with theuse of nuclear reactor of 25 kW power and with solar arrays of thesame power. This possibility is shown by the example of asteroid-19 Fortuna" mission. In the c o urse of such a mission it turns outto be feasible not only to equalize the velocity of a spacevehicle and asteroid (that is impossible for a SC with a chemicalthruster) but with the soft landing of a special module to provideasteroid sample return to the Earth with the help of a returnvehicle with the use of a chemical thruster. Near the asteroid theuseful mass for various flight versions can be 700-1000 kg, withthe reactor power 25 kW, the mass of a return vehicle near theEarth is 160-200 kg. The duration of the whole mission with thesample return is about 4 years.
Pluto mission at conditions of equalizing the SC velocitywith that one of Pluto can be realized only in case when there isa nuclear reactor on board. Nevertheless at the first stage offlight sollar arrays can be effectively used. The analysis hasshown some perspective flight scenarios, in one of which it isrequired to have the augmented power of the reactor up to 100 kWduring the first year of flight along a heliocentric trajectory

without any use of solar arrays. In this case, according to theflight version the possibility appears to deliver to Pluto thepayload from 400 kg up to 800 kg during 14-15 years.
However, the use of the reactor can be restricted to 30 kWwith the application of solar arrays in the first year of theflight along a heliocentric trajectory. Initial power of the solararrays (near-earth orbit) is about 50 kW. After one year of flightalong a heliocentric trajectory solar arrays are jettisoned.Propulsive mass tanks are also jettisoned as they are empty. It isfeasible to deliver to Pluto the payload from 500 up to 700 kg
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choos ing this flight ve'rsionr. during the same 14-15 "ers :-f the
total missior.. -:.e . .: e *p to 4 yearsis s ac; -:. _ 1:. The
reactor operation in a neliocentric path.

The latter version is of great interest and important among
that ones mentioned above, as by this example there appears the
feasibility to create a multi-purpose and universal SC with EP and
nuclear-solar power supply, which enables to deliver scientific
equipment to many (if not all) bodies of the Solar system from
Mercury up to Pluto. Actually, as it is presented in the Paper,
the performances of such a SC are rather acceptable in order to
reach one of the remoted and in this respect, the most difficult
accessible bodies of the solar system and to land the scientific
equipment on its surface. So there appears hope that these
performances will turn out to be rather admissible to provide as
well the delivery of scientific equipment on the surface of more
close bodies (bodies of systems: Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter).

On the other hand this version is based on the hardware, to asufficient extent approved by now, that requires only some
modifications and being updated (first of all TOPAZ reactor of 30kW power is taken into account). So, it is this version that seems
to be of concentrated emphaasis in the near future.
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TABLE.
t-flight tune, , = NEP-opcratio:i brcak time, P ,P = nuclear power plant output, ,- = so;aI

power plant output, mN. = NEP-mass, ins = sc-final mass, in = uscful mass, 1mip = payload

mass; sc-nitial mass ms = 13.5 to, spiralling-out time 2 - 3 yrs, solar array specific mass 15

kg/kW, SPP mterplanetary operation time 1 vr, EP-overall efficiency 0.65 - 0.70, tank to

propellant mass ratio ar = 0.10). Scen 3: * with propellant tank jettisorung .

PNPP PSPP mS
t to nominal/ P mNEp Se m PL

scenario/case nominal at BOM in kgin yrs in yrs augmented in kW in kg in kg in kg in kg
in kW

1 1.1 10 0 30/100 0 4000 4970 112 - 888
1.2 11 0 30/100 0 4000 5590 800 -200
1.3 12 0 30/100 0 4000 6130 1390 390

1,4 13 0 30/100 0 4000 6580 1890 890
1.5 12 0 30/100 50 4000 6166 1507 507
1.6 12 0 30/100 75 4000 6144 1505 505

2 2.1 12 0 30/100 50 4000 6166 1507 507
2.2 12 4 30/100 50 4000 6108 1444 444
2.3 12 5 30/100 50 4000 6068 1400 400
2,4 12 6 30/100 50 4000 5991 1315 315

3 3,1 12 0 30 const. 50 3000 960 -40
3.2' 12 0 30 const. 50 3000 1320 390
3,3 13 0 30 const. 50 3000 1352 352

.4' 13 0 30 const. 50 3000 1730 730
3.5 14 0 30 const. 50 3000 1697 697
3.6' 14 0 30 const. 50 3000 2030 1030
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FIGURE 1 Four trajectories of Earth to "Fortuna" NEP-low-thrust flights (EF)
and the return from "Fortuna" to Earth (FE) by high-thrust.
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